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Abstract— Beams are very common types of structural 

components and it can be classified according to their 

geometric configuration as uniform or taper and slender or 

thick. If practically analyzed, the non-uniform beams provide 

a better distribution of mass and strength than uniform beams 

and can meet special functional requirements in architecture, 

aeronautics, robotics, and other innovative engineering 

applications. Beams and beam-like elements are used in many 

structures and mainly in aircrafts, turbines and light weight 

structures etc. Design of such structures are important to 

resist dynamic forces, such as wind and earthquakes and Due 

to this dynamic forces “Vibrations” can be induced in the 

structures and these vibrations can adversely affect the 

structures and can cause cracks in the structure, which 

ultimately leads to the failure of the structure therefore It 

requires the basic knowledge of natural frequencies and mode 

shapes of those structures. In this research work, steel 

cantilever beams of different cross sections are used such as 

Rectangular cross section beam, I-section beam and Channel 

section beam. In this research work, natural frequencies and 

mode shapes of uniform and tapered section cantilever beams 

are calculated, with the help of Finite Element Method by 

using “ANSYS” program. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Research on dynamic characteristics of flexible tapered 

cantilever beams is very important in different engineering 

fields. These types of beams appear most frequently as the 

result of a need for saving in material, reduction in weight, 

better utilization of material, increased rigidity etc. A 

significant number of papers dedicated to the solution of this 

problem have been published. 

This paper presents an approach to the determination 

of natural frequencies of free vibration of cantilever beams of 

different-different cross sections. In this paper natural 

frequencies of both uniform and non-uniform cross section 

beams are calculated and different shapes of uniform and 

non-uniform beams are also taken in this paper for example 

rectangular beams, I-section beams and Channel section 

beams. These beams of different cross sections are 

vibrationally analyzed with the help of a software.  

Vibration analysis is a general method used to find 

defects of structures like fractures, cracks initiated by the 

maximum total deformation. It offers an inexpensive, 

effective and efficient way of nondestructive testing (NDT). 

The existence of cracks within the structures drastically 

minimizes the stiffness and enhances damping within the 

element. In vibration theory it is well known that reduction in 

natural frequencies with modifications of vibration modes in 

structures is associated with reduction in the stiffness. 

Properties such as damping and stiffness will be influenced 

by its dynamic loading due to existence of fracture in 

structural component. The frequencies and respective mode 

shape of structures provides information regarding the 

positional and depth data of the cracks. Therefore, for the 

location of maximum deformation and for the location of 

cracks vibrational analysis of beams are used. In        

vibrational analysis Vibration is the most important factor.  

Vibration is a repetitive type of motion with a pre-

defined time interval. The vibration theories comprise of the 

related analysis of oscillatory motions of bodies and the 

resulting affecting and effecting forces. External unbalanced 

force is also one of the cause. In general, vibratory systems 

will include an elastic member to store the potential energy 

and an inertia member to store the kinetic energy with a 

damper wherein the incremental energy loss occurs. An 

example of vibration system is a simple pendulum which 

consists of string to act as elastic component and a bob to act 

as a conductor for kinetic energy. Some of the examples of 

vibrating system are system with spring mass, cantilever 

beam, simple supported beam, laterally vibrating string and 

vehicle suspension system, vibration due to unbalanced 

reciprocating or rotating force.  

II. REVIEWS OF ARTICLES 

[1] K.S. Vivek and C. Ravi kumar Reddy (2017): Free 

vibration is an important field of study. Steel cantilever 

prismatic beams with channel cross-section can be replaced 

by cantilever tapered beams of channel croos-section for 

economy. The taper ratio may affect the behavior of the beam. 

In this paper, the effect of taper ratio on free vibration of steel 

cantilever channel beams is studied by finite element 

modelling and analysis with the help of ANSYS. The natural 

frequency is obtained at web taper ratio of 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 

and 0.875.    

It is obtained that decrease in web taper ratio, there 

is an increment in natural frequencies of the beam.       

[2] D.P. Kamble, Chandan Kumar, Shivprasad R. 

Sontakke and Ratnadip T. Gaikwad (2016): Vibration occur 

in Beam Due to External Force. Many examples like Turbo 

machinery blades with shrouds, T.V. towers and windmill 

supporting structures can be approximated to cantilever 

beams with a mass at the tip for purpose of analysis of natural 

vibrations. When the Vibration will maximum in the beam, 

Failure may occur. In this paper, two types of Methods are 

used for finding the natural Frequency of Different Modes. 

Analytically by using Euler’s Bernoulli's Beam Theory and 

experimentally by setting up an arrangement for two material 

Aluminum and Mild Steel.  

It is observed that If Number of Modes increases, 

then the Frequency will also increase and the frequencies for 
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Aluminum are slightly greater than Mild Steel for same Mode 

Shapes. 

[3] Nirmall .T and Dr. Vimala .S (2016): The main 

objective of this study is to estimate the natural frequency of 

aluminum, brass and steel by free vibration analysis 

experimentally & verify theoretically. Cantilever beam 

(450mm x 30mm), (400mm x 25mm) and Tapered cantilever 

beam (450mm x 23mm), (400mm x 20mm) of size are 

prepared for experimental purpose of free vibration analysis 

of beams made with different materials such as aluminum, 

brass and mild steel. The natural frequency of the beams 

obtained from experimental & theoretical methods will be 

compared with harmonic analysis using ANSYS software 

[4] Ching-An Huang, Jong-Shyong Wu, and Heiu-

Jou Shaw (2018): The nonlinearly tapered beam studied in 

this paper is a single-tapered beam with constant depth and 

varying width b(x) along its length, where b0 is the minimum 

width, x is the axial coordinate and L is the total beam length. 

Based on the theory of continuous-mass transfer matrix 

method (CTMM), this paper has presented a formulation for 

determining the lowest several exact natural frequencies and 

associated mode shapes of a nonlinearly tapered beam 

carrying various concentrated elements (CEs) in the arbitrary 

boundary conditions (BCs).  Numerical examples reveal that 

the results of the presented approach are very close to those 

of the FEM.  Because the solutions of presented method are 

exact, they may be the benchmarks for evaluating the 

accuracy of the other approximate solutions, such as those of 

FEM or DQEM (differential quadrature element method).  

[5] Santosh Kumar Tripathy, Pradeep Kumar Mishra 

and Satyadeepa Mohanty (2015): In this research work, the 

equation of motion of a double tapered cantilever Euler beam 

is derived to find out the natural frequencies of the structure. 

Finite element formulation has been done by using Weighted 

residual and Galerkin’s method. Natural frequencies and 

mode shapes are obtained for different taper ratios. The effect 

of taper ratio on natural frequencies and mode shapes are 

evaluated and compared.  

1) This research work presents a simple procedure to obtain 

the frequency tapered beam of rectangular cross section.  

2) The value of the natural frequency converges after 

dividing into smaller number of elements. 

3) It has been observed that by increasing the taper ratio “α” 

the fundamental frequency increases.  

4) Mode shapes for different taper ratio has been plotted.  

5) Taper ratio “α” is more effective in decreasing the 

amplitude in vertical plane.  

6) The above result is of great use for structural members 

where high strength to weight ratio is required. 

[6] Simarnjit Singh and Amandeep Singh (2017): A 

simple and unified approach is presented for the vibration 

analysis of a cantilever beam. Natural frequency and damping 

ratio are calculated with an experimental process. Estimating 

damping still remains as one of the biggest challenge in 

structure made of different materials like brass, stainless steel 

and aluminum. The primary objective of this thesis is the free 

vibration analysis of different materials under surface cracks 

to estimate the effect of cracks on damping ratio and natural 

frequency. The beams of different crack size were pressed up 

to 30 mm and signals were catches by VIBSCANNER with 

the help of accelerometer attached at the free end of 

cantilever. Damping ratio is determined by half-power 

bandwidth method. It is observed that damping is increased 

with increasing crack size for all materials and is minimum in 

aluminum when compared to brass and stainless steel. The 

effects of surface cracks and material parameters on the 

natural frequencies are investigated through this experimental 

study.   

[7] M.P.Kolhe, Prof .V.D.Wakchaure, and Prof. 

A.V.Deokar (2015): They have carried out vibration analysis 

using parameters such as natural frequency and mode shape 

where natural frequency is considered as the basic criteria. A 

slender Euler-Bernoulli beam is considered and first three 

natural frequencies are calculated by modal analysis. The 

consequences of crack on natural frequency and mode shape 

for various crack depths and locations are also presented  

[8] Husain Mehdi and Arshad Mehmood (2017): In 

this paper, they used finite element approach to study the 

comparison between different alloys on the basis of natural 

frequency. The mechanical properties like yield strength and 

ultimate tensile strength are calculated. Natural frequency is 

estimated for various depth and location of crack. 

[9] Marjan Djidrov, Viktor Gavriloski and Jovana 

Jovanova (2014): The author has used different approaches to 

detect damage in a cantilever beam using vibration analysis. 

Simulation analysis is carried out using bonded piezoelectric 

transducers and harmonic analysis is carried out by the 

observations acquired from function of frequency response. 

For various crack positions, natural frequency ratios with 

respect to crack depth ratios are estimated.  

[10] Prathamesh M. Jagdale and Dr. M. A. 

Chakrabarti (2013): They have presented vibration analysis 

of beams using ABAQUS software. The crack considered is 

of open edge type. Parametric studies are carried out for 

simply supported and cantilever beam for various crack 

depths and locations. Analysis is done by experiment and by 

ANSYS program. Comparison of all the results obtained is 

made for ABAQUS, ANSYS and experimental values.  

[11] Thota Nithin Prabhakar, Dommeti Vamsi 

Krishna (2016): They have presented a method of using 

Rayleigh-Ritz method to perform vibration analysis for two 

different materials and two different end conditions. 

Rectangular steel and aluminum beams of various thicknesses 

are considered. Values are obtained by experimental analysis 

and numerical analysis in ANSYS. Comparison is made 

between the results obtained from theoretical, numerical, 

experimental approach and for different materials and 

different end conditions. 

[12] J.P. Chopade and R.B. Barjibhe (2013): Euler 

Bernoulli beam theory have used to find out the equations for 

theoretical analysis of fixed free beam. The value of first five 

roots is also found. By using Finite Element Method, i.e. 

ANSYS program, the free vibration of cantilever beam is 

investigated. Numerical results and error is calculated 

between theoretical and numerical frequency. The error is 

found to be minute. 

[13] Ankit Gautam, Jai Kumar Sharma and Pooja 

Gupta (2016): They have used theoretical approach & FEM 

approach by using ANSYS 14.5 and get natural frequencies 

and mode shapes. A correlation is also made between the 

natural frequencies obtained. Analysis is done for fixed-free 

beam, free-free beam, and fixed-fixed beam. Numerical 
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analysis of beams in ANSYS 14.5 considers Solid-185 

element. Mode shapes are also represented for all the 

boundary conditions. 

[14] Aleksandar Nikolić and Slaviša Šalinić (2014): 

A method for determination of natural frequencies of a 

tapered cantilever beam in free bending vibration by a rigid 

multibody system is proposed.  The considerations are 

performed in the frame of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The 

method consists of two steps. In the first step, the tapered 

cantilever beam is approximated by n flexible straight beam, 

and after that all of the n segments are divided into k 

segments. In the second step, all of the flexible straight beams 

are replaced by three rigid beams connected through revolute 

and prismatic joints with the corresponding springs in them. 

The results of the proposed method are compared with similar 

methods proposed in literature.  

[15] Rizos P.F., Aspragathos N., and Dimarogonas 

A.D (1989): The Newton Raphson approach is applied for 

solving the non-linear equations. Iterations are carried out to 

find the values with accuracy. To carry out the experiment, 

harmonic excitation vibration is used. Vibration mode is 

calculated for each vibration node. A comparison is made 

between the-computed and measured values. 

[16] Dr. K. B. Waghulde and Dr. Bimlesh Kumar 

(2014): In this research paper, the researchers proposed the 

equation for free-vibration using the solution obtained from 

Fourier series. Study is done on types of cracks and beams. 

Experimentation is carried out with the help of 

PULSE analysis-software. Validation is made for the first 

four modes between natural frequency obtained from Finite 

Element Method and experiment. The percentage error is 

calculated and it is found to be less than 6% overall.  

[17] I. A. Khan and D. R. Parhi (2013): They have 

considered the fixed-free and fixed-fixed type of beams that 

are put through two transverse open cracks and effects of 

crack depth has been analysed in this research paper. Natural 

frequency and mode shapes are analysed using ANSYS. To 

validate the results obtained, experiments are also conducted 

which provides results with negligible error. 

[18] Behera R.K. (2010): In this research paper, the 

author has modelled a fixed-free beam possessing inclined 

crack of open edge type. The model is analysed using Finite 

element analysis, and also by experimental approach. By 

using specimens having edge cracks the experiments are 

carried out for varying depths, locations and orientations of 

the crack. The obtained results are compared with achieved 

Finite element analysis results. 

[19] Chondros T. G., Dimarogonas A. D., and Yao 

J. (1998): In this paper, the analysis on cracks has been done 

and analyse the effects of free vibrations on these types of 

cracked beams. These effects are used to many engineering 

problems. They have considered cracked Euler-Bernoulli 

beam possessing cracks with single and double edge. The 

lateral vibration of beam is investigated by vibration beam 

theory developed for beam cracked continuously. The 

variational Hu washizu Barr formula is used to obtain the 

equations. Experimentation is also conducted for two 

different materials and validation is done for the theoretical 

& experimental results. 

[20] Rishi Raj, Prabhat Kumar Sinha and Earnest 

Vinay Prakash (2015): They have used the concept of 

multiple degrees of freedom to carry out dynamic analysis. 

Formulation of equations is made by using Lagrange’s 

equation. Different materials of varying dimensions are 

considered. Numerical simulation is carried out by using 

ANSYS and MATLAB and mode shape graphs are obtained 

for all the materials. A comparison is also made to find the 

percentage error.  

In this research paper, the author has used two types 

of computer softwares for example ANSYS and MATLAB, 

to determine the natural frequencies of a beam. 

[21] Gade Ganesh G and Prof. Mhaske M. S (2015): 

In this paper, the researcher has presented various techniques 

based on vibration to detect damage in a structure. By 

considering Euler-Bernoulli’s beam theory the theoretical 

analysis is carried out. Experimental values are obtained with 

the help of FFT analyzer. Numerical simulation is performed 

in ANSYS by using finite element method. Beam is 

considered with uniform cross-section. Analysis is done for 

with and without crack beam models for various crack depths 

and crack location.  

[22] Rajesh Korabathina, Meera Saheb Koppanati 

(2016): There are many methods to evaluate the natural 

frequency of the structures. in this method the authors 

developed a method called “coupled displacement field 

method” which reduces computational efforts compared with 

the other methods and which is successfully applied for the 

Hinged-Hinged boundary condition of a tapered (rectangular 

cross section) Timoshenko beam and calculated the 

fundamental frequency parameter values and compared the 

results with existing literature. The results obtained in this 

method are very close to the existing literature. 

[23] H. H. Mabie and C. B. Rogers (1973): This 

paper deals with the vibration of double-tapered cantilever 

beams with end support and with end mass for the case where 

the taper ratio in the horizontal plane equals that in the 

vertical plane. Tables have been developed from which the 

fundamental frequency, second, third, fourth, and fifth 

harmonic can be obtained for various taper ratios and ratios 

of end mass to beam mass. 

III. CONCLUSION 

The computer simulation using ANSYS software supported 

to investigate and study of free vibration in cantilever beam 

to obtain the natural frequencies and their mode shapes.                          

Based on the simulation investigation and modelling 

work following conclusions are made: - 

1) The first conclusion that is obtained is, if we increase the 

web taper ratio (d/D), then the natural frequencies of 

uniform and tapered cantilever sections such as 

Rectangular section, I-section and Channel section are 

also increasing. 

2) In Uniform cross-section beams, the highest natural 

frequencies are of Uniform Rectangular section beam 

and the lowest natural frequencies are of Uniform I-

section beam. 

3) In tapered beams, the tapered Rectangular section beam 

has the highest natural frequencies and the tapered I-

section beam has the lowest natural frequencies. 

4) For tapered I-section beam, the highest natural 

frequencies obtained after analysis is found out at Web 
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taper ratio of 0.375 (150/400) and the lowest natural 

frequencies are at Web taper ratio of 0.625 (250/400). 

5) For tapered Channel Section Beam, the highest natural 

frequencies obtained after analysis is found out at Web 

taper ratio of 0.375 (150/400) and the lowest natural 

frequencies are at Web taper ratio of 0.875 (350/400). 

6) For tapered Rectangular Section Beam, the highest 

natural frequencies obtained after analysis is found out at 

Web taper ratio of 0.375 (150/400) and the lowest natural 

frequencies are at Web taper ratio of 0.875 (350/400). 

After all the analysis work, it is concluded that the 

web taper ratio which has the lowest natural frequencies, will 

be suitable for structural point of view, because the structure 

will vibrate at the lower rate, when the frequencies are less. 

Therefore, in this case, the most suitable uniform section is 

Uniform I-section beam. 

And according to this analysis, the most suitable 

tapered section is Tapered I-section beam. 
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